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All manuals on ManualsCat.com can be viewed completely free of charge. By using the Select a
language button, you can choose the language of the manual you want to view. Perhaps the users of
ManualsCat.com can help you answer your question. By filling in the form below, your question will
appear below the manual of the Brother Super Galaxie M2100. Please make sure that you describe
your difficulty with the Brother Super Galaxie M2100 as precisely as you can. The more precies your
question is, the higher the chances of quickly receiving an answer from another user. You will
automatically be sent an email to inform you when someone has reacted to your question. Contact
manufacturer or local sales company for information concerning such changes. Brother Industries,
Ltd. Nagoya, Japan I. PRINCIPAL MECHANISMS.1 II. To fully comply with this requirement, the
Super Galaxie adopts PWM control using FET. On this model, however, the thread tension is
calculated based on the horizontal and vertical movements of the embroidery frame, and the
appropriate needle thread amount is fed by the thread tension pulse motor. If you want to start
sewing at low speed, keep this switch depressed and start sewing. Backstitch switch. used for
backstitching and lockstitching. Backstitching is performed at low speed in the reverse direction
while the switch is pressed. Remove the screw securing the free arm cover, and the free arm cover
by sliding it to the left. Remove the blind cap on the belt cover, the screw securing the belt cover,
and the belt cover from below by sliding it to the right. Remove the two screws and the main motor.
14. Attach the needle bar supporter stud holder using the screw. Insert the needle bar supporter
arm into the pin on the needle bar supporter. 59. Remove the screw, and remove the side cover from
the lower side. Remove the two screws and pull the main cover to the right. Remove the three
screws and the base cover.http://vico-real-estate.com/userfiles/cybex-6000-service-manual.xml

brother galaxie 2100 manual, brother super galaxie 2100 manual, brother super
galaxie 2100 model 995, brother super galaxie 2100 instruction manual, brother
super galaxie 2100 service manual, brother super galaxie 2100 embroidery machine
manual, brother galaxie 2100 manual, brother galaxie 2100 manual pdf, brother
galaxie 2100 manual download, brother galaxie 2100 manual free, brother galaxie
2100 manual diagram, brother galaxie 2010 manual.

Assembly Point Securely fit the bottom rear part of the side cover into the base cover. Numerals will
appear on the touch panel. The respective test mode will be entered when the numeral is pressed.
There should be a 34 mm slack in the timing belt when it is pressed with a force of 200g.
ADJUSTMENT Timing belt Loosen the screw of the belt adjusting pulley. Turn the balance wheel to
move the needle to the needle down position. Loosen the screw securing the zigzag connecting rod
assembly. The clearance between the needle and the rotary hook point should be 0.1 mm or less,
and they should never touch each other. Install the outer rotary hook. Tighten the screw on the
bushing presser L by turning the eccentric metal. Make sure that there is no backlash on the gears.
Loosen the screw securing the vertical feed roller shaft. Loosen the screw of the presser bar guide
bracket. Adjust the height of the presser bar by moving it vertically. Tighten the screw of the presser
bar guide bracket. ADJUSTMENT Select test mode No.10 on the touch panel.ADJUSTMENT Loosen
the screw securing the pulse motor.Threading is possible when needle is located higher than 8 mm
from the needle plate. CHECK refer to illustration Case A Hook position is too high. ADJUSTMENT
Move the X carriage unit all the way to the right. ADJUSTMENT Move the Y carriage all the way
forward. After the X carriage is moved to the left, be sure that the X pulse motor gear does not
contact the initial rubber. PROBLEM CHECK REMEDY 1. When power is turned 1 Has the display

http://vico-real-estate.com/userfiles/cybex-6000-service-manual.xml


contrast been adjusted 1 Adjust the contrast.When turning 3 Adjust or replace ATPM holder AT
pulse motor gear manually, does it turn easily, and complete. Make sure your top tension dial is in
the middle setting usually 4 or 5 What type of thread are you using. Cheaper thread such as Coats
and Clark and old thread is very weak. Check out your local independent sewing dealer and have
them recommend thread to you based upon the fabric your
using.http://augustaelectricalwork.com/editorData/cybex-700c-manual.xml

If its at 4 or 5, i would turn it down to about 3 ish. Cotton thread is more brittle than polyester and
rayon thread. Hope that helps Chris Login to post Part Number is XA9844 which is written under the
needle plate. There are sewing machine parts vendors or sometimes the part will be available on
auction sites, ie eBay. You can also look for internet groups who sell sewing machines, parts,
accessories, etc..Seems to sometimes hits needle plate The balance wheel has recently become
perceptably tighter to turn and when running the machine at between half and full speed there is a
smell of rubber. This has never been. Possibly needs internal oiling.If its at 4 or 5, i would turn it
down to about 3 ish. Hope that helps Chris And now I cant get thread out. What do I do I have used
it like crazy. I am now having issues with the tension. I have rewound the bobbin, changed threads,
different bobbins, cleaned underneath the plate. I have also changed the tension and thread density
settings from auto. Nothing is working. What else can I look at to solve the problem Answer
questions, earn points and help others. By using the Select a language button, you can choose the
language of the manual you want to view. Browse our range of beginner, intermediate and advanced
sewing machines and find the perfect machine for you. Contact; Site map; Brother Sewing Machine
Manuals. 10, 15, 110, 120, 120E, 230, 240, 230E, 240E Super Ace II 955, Super Ace III Super
Galaxie 2000, 2100. Service Manual BROTHER Super Galaxie 2. Brother Super Galaxie 2100
instruction manual. Brother Super Galaxie 2100; Brother Super Galaxie 2000; Description. Ltd an
authorised distributor of Brother home sewing machines, not part of the Brother Group. Compatible
needles, hoops, bobbin, designs, and accessories for the Super Galaxie 2100D. Heres why signing up
with Brother is going to save you time and cash. Display went blank on the LCD screen while the
machine is on. Does this apply to your machine.

Click here to find out. Home Sewing Embroidery I also have the Super Galaxie 2100 Embroidery
Machine which I have had for over 10 years and that has only been in for repair once. I also the
Innovis 1500 Embroidery machine and am about to purchase the Brother PR650 Embroidery
machine. So for me it is Brother all the way. Brother SuperGalaxie 3000 3000C 3000D 3100D
manuals and user guides for free. Read online or download in PDF without registration. Plastic
Bobbin Cover for Br. This Brother Super Galaxie 2100 sewing machine Instruction manual available
Please visit us at solutions.brother.com where you can get.If the problem persists, In addition, after
you have finished reading this manual, store it where it can quickly be Return the machine to the
nearest authorized Brother dealer for. Contact vendor before purchasing to insure both manuals are
still available for sale online. Brother Solution Center. Brother, a worldwide leader HAVE FUN
ADDING YOUR OWN PERSONAL TOUCH TO ALL YOUR PROJECTS. SUPER GALAXIE 2100
Personal Embroidery. Find the user manual you need for your home appliance products and more at
Brother Computerized Embroidery Sewing Machine Sewing Machine User Are you looking for the
the instruction manual of the Brother Super Galaxie M2100. Offers Designs, Sergers, Disney and
Nickelodeon Embroidery Cards, Accessories, Thread. LandRover Defender 19992002 workshop.
Brother offers a complete line of Printer, Fax, MFC, Ptouch and. Airsoft Pistol Galaxy G20 Full Metal
Manual 6mm.Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Does anyone have one
they no longer need or are willing to photocopy. Once a best answer has been selected, it will be
shown here.If you go to this site. He has personally helped me with a question about my machine.
You do not have to register to use the site, just follow the instructions but you will have to go back to
see if hes replied Im sure he will as you dont get emails saying you have a message. Hope this helps.
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Ive given it a try. Id be happy to copy it for you but I have to find it first. If you could wait about a
week I should be able to pull it out. Travel 1 min ago ChillDoubt I Can’t Help But Think Jokes 2 mins
ago Lewap Inquisitor 1660 Crosswords 2 mins ago Mamyalynne How Do The Lib Non Dems Suggest
We Get.Try using the search bar at the top of the page to search for some keywords, or choose a
topic and submit your own question. Please check here first to see if your model is still supported UK
only Click Here You will require Adobe Reader to view your purchase, which can be downloaded for
free using the link below. We try wherever possible to supply perfect pdf file manuals, but in a few
cases the files have been scanned. If you can not find your manual here, please contact us on 01483
267777 to see if your machine manual is still avaialble. Please make sure that your mailbox settings
are configured to receive a file up to 5mb and that brothermachines.com is not blocked by any spam
filtering. NB Some weekend orders may not be sent out until the Monday. Please upgrade your
browser to improve your experience. Learn how to run and grow your business from virtually
anywhere. Learn more These robust, reliable, highspeed scanners can facilitate digital
transformation and easily integrate into your work environment. Learn more Learn more Learn more
Learn how to run and grow your business from virtually anywhere. Learn more Learn more Learn
more Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. This manual covers the XL3500,
XL3510, XL3520, XL3600. more Info Closest available to also cover the XL2600 and the XL2610.
more Info Also covers PS3100. more Info. Try our troubleshooting guides and machine manuals
below, which offer solutions to the most common issues. If you’re still stuck, view our extensive list
of FAQs at the Brother Solutions Centre. Our support app is only a click away, so download today. If
it has, raise the feed to ensure the fabric will move forward.
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Computerised machines will remind you to do this. This will switch the machine back toRethread the
machine following the threading instructions in your machine’s instruction manual. You will also find
instructions for your machine online via the Brother solutions centre Note We find that Butterfly and
Singer Branded needles are often not compatible with Brother sewing machines and may cause
issues with your machine not picking up lower thread. We would recommend using either Organ or
Schmetz branded needles.Rethread the machine following the instructions in your manual and
ensure that the foot is raised. If there is tension when pulling the thread, then the thread may be
unsuitable for machine sewing and should be replaced with machine sewing thread from a reputable
brand. It’s possible there be a timing issue with your machine. Contact your Brother dealer to
arrange a service or contact our customer service team. Make sure the presser foot is lifted before
threading the machine. Set your bobbin correctly into the machine. For top loading bobbins, the
thread needs to be going around the bobbin in an anticlockwise direction. Use the guides on your
machine or refer to your instruction manual. If you have a mechanical machine, check that the foot
is lowered before sewing. Computerised machines will remind you to do this. Using thread that does
not pull through smoothly can cause thread breakages, poor stitching or damage to your machine.
For best results, you should use a good quality, branded thread. The thread should pull through the
machine with no tightness. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not
recoverable.

http://nicolasdrey.com/images/conair-ww-scale-manual.pdf

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn More opens in a new
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window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Contact the
seller opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a
valid postal code. Please enter a number less than or equal to 9. All Rights Reserved. User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Then, when you
send your design to your Silhouette, your machine will automatically adjust your AutoBlade to the
blade setting you chose in the software. The sims 4 fan made worlds download. We have detected
that you are using an Adblocker plugin. Anyone using an Adblocker plugin will be forced to wait 180
seconds instead of 10 on the please wait page. We would ask that you whitelist us and allow ads to
show. This means our main source of income to cover bandwidth costs is blocked when you are
using our free service. If you have Vista 64bit it will not work and they dont plan to fix it Im told.
Brother Super Galaxie 2100 Repair Clinic Posted on May 26, 2009. Best external hard drives for
both mac and pc. Feb 21, 2012 Formatting From a Mac. The resulting FAT32 file system will be
compatible with all versions of Mac OS X, and Windows including Windows 10 back to 95. Oct 05,
2018 The Best External Hard Drives of 2018. Kuch kuch hota hai mp3. It gives complete cordless
options and may be used as a portable hotspot. But, its constant flow of information may not interest
everybody. Turn off your Samsung USB device. Gmail software download for windows 7. Disconnect
the device from your computer. Brother Super Galaxie 2100 Sewing Machine Reconnect the device
and turn it on. Doubleclick, the driver, download to extract it.

If the language option gives, choose your language. Follow the instructions on the installation
program screen. Would you like to try it too Please try again later. Rayon and polyester. 40 weight
and heavier 30 weight We feature cutaway, tearaway, and water soluble backings. Sew almost
anything. Better sunlight uv and mildew resistance. Free bobbin style template guide. It is
exceptionally strong, sunlight UV resistant, and inexpensive. This makes it a favorite for netting,
knotting, outdoor survival packs, snares, whipping, bushcraft, hand sewing, lashing, and beading.
Available in mini spools and king spools. Its tensile strength is about 125 pounds. Many twist or
braid it for extra strength. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor
garments, delicate upholstery.

www.fattyweng.com.sg/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/16273977ad1f6
6---britax-boulevard-manual-2011.pdf

B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
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upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery. B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.B thread used for sewing lightweight gear tents, thin leather, outdoor garments, delicate
upholstery.

gton 0001 Bonded B Old Glory Blue Coats Bonded B Brown Eddington Bonded B Mahogany
Eddington Bonded B Class Green Eddington Bonded B Emerald Eddington 5005 Bonded B
Evergreen Eddington Bonded B Burnt Orange Eddington 3025 Bonded B Purple Eddington 7007
Bonded B Cherry Eddington Bonded B Bright Scarlet Eddington Bonded B Wine Eddington Bonded B
Lemon Eddington 4005 Bonded E Black Service Thread Bonded E White Service Thread Bonded E
Sand Eddington Bonded E Camouflage Green 483 Bonded E Wine Eddington Bonded E Yellow
Orange Synthetic Thread Monocord E Gold Eddington Bonded F White FilTec Bonded F White
Service Thread Bonded F Navy FilTec Bonded F Navy FilTec 291 NonWicking F Brown FilTec
Bonded F Steel Gray FilTec 131 Bonded F Green Ipcasail Bonded F Camouflage Green Eddington
483 Bonded F Camouflage Green Synthetic Thread 483 Soft F Forest Green Synthetic Thread
Bonded F True Forest Green FilTec Monocord F Evergreen Eddington Bonded F Persian Green
FilTec 236 Bonded F Olive Drab FilTec 251 Bonded F Olive Drab Eddington Bonded F Olive Drab
FilTec Bonded F Orange Eddington Bonded F Orange FilTec Monocord F Wine Eddington Bonded F
Burgundy FilTec Bonded FF Black Synthetic Thread Unknown Finish FF Black FilTec Bonded FF
Black Service Thread Bonded FF Black Eddington Bonded FF White FilTec Bonded FF White Service
Thread Bonded FF White Service Thread Bonded FF Natural Beige Tint Eddington 1 Bonded FF
Brown FilTec 261 Bonded FF Steel Gray FilTec 131 Bonded FF Timber Green Eddington Bonded FF
Foliage Green Eddington 504 Bonded FF Persian Green FilTec 236 Bonded FF True Forest Green
FilTec 232 Bonded FF Olive Drab FilTec Bonded FF Purple Eddington 7007 Bonded FF Burgundy
FilTec 191 Bonded FF Ruby Red FilTec 181 Bonded Grab bag assortments of full and partial spools.

Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not
melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does
not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt.
Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Does not melt. Break
strength over 350 pounds. Estimated needle sizes 25 to 27 Save 25% Break strength is less than one
pound. Canisters weigh 2 to 4 pounds. Also called UY 128 GBS, 3651 MR,1280,149x3 Cases range
from 8 to 32 spools Each case is 32 pounds and normally drop ships one to ten business days.
Middleweight, use for fine leather and upholstery. Lightweight thread that is used for sewing
garments and very thin leather such as purses and wallets.King spools, 40 weight, about 30
colors.Waxed in the USA. Waxed in the USA. Waxed in the USA. Waxed in the USA. Waxed in the
USA. Waxed in the USA. Waxed in the USA. About the thickness of a U.S. Dime About the thickness
of a U.S. Nickel Many thicknesses over 40 colors Great deals on nylon, Kevlar, fire retardant,
monofilament, embroidery, bank line, and binder twine Featuring small nylon, polyester, and Kevlar
spools for casual sewing and survival kits.Use as sewing thread in kits. Size 277 has 24 yards; Size
415 has 12 yards It looks, feels, sews and performs like nylon and can be used anywhere nylon
thread is used. B Black Eddington Bonded Sometimes, the best size is a compromise that balances
competing needs. It gives technical information about polyesters tensile strength, and nominal
diameter. We have added machine related needle size information. In both the military and civilian
world minor variations from this specification are considered normal.



Here are size recommendations for automobiles, awnings, backpacks, banners and flags, boating,
boots, bookbinding, clothing, covers, curtains, furniture upholstery, leatherwork, luggage and cases,
motorcycles, patio furniture, pet accessories, restaurant decor, snowmobiles, and tents. E White
FilTec Monocord E Eddington Bonded E White Eddington Bonded F Black Eddington Bonded F
White Eddington Bonded FF White Eddington Bonded It has very little twist and looks flat and
ribbonlike, and is 10% to 14% stronger. Monocord is preferred for double needle machines, low
profile stitching and bidirectional stitching. Also, GrozBeckert needles, 100yard hand sewing thread
tubes, and C.S. Osborne needles. Use RobisonAnton and 30Weight rayon for embroidering
upholstery Great for machine sewing, hand sewing and embroidery. All colors available. Large
spools and cones.Color 2220 Light Salmon Color 2214 Golden Honey E Navy Eddington Bonded
Since 2005 we have served retail and commercial customers with top quality thread at great prices.
Most orders received by 3 PM Eastern Time ship on the same business day. Use our Thread
Information pages or just call us for help buying the right thread. To update to the most current
version Click Here. OR to Get Google Chrome Click Here! To update to the most current version
Click Here. OR to Get Google Chrome Click Here. Something went wrong. Cancel Thanks, well look
into this. All Rights Reserved. Deliveries to Victoria may be delayed up to 5 days.Youll need your
machines model number to locate the correct page for your machine. Your download will begin.
Before you install a software update, check what version youre currently using. The final screen will
include instructions from Brother that will tell you whether or not you need to install the update. You
can also print these to read through at your machine. A dropdown menu will appear choose Check
for Updates.

This will prompt you to install the latest software version if a newer version is available. If this
doesnt happen check that you are connected to the internet and that you have allowed automatic
updates to run on your computer. If you continue to browse and use this website, you are agreeing
to comply with and be bound by the following terms and conditions of use, which together with our
privacy policy govern Echidna Sewing Pty Ltd’s relationship with you in relation to this website. If
you disagree with any part of these terms and conditions, please do not use our website. It is subject
to change without notice. You acknowledge that such information and materials may contain
inaccuracies or errors and we expressly exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors to the
fullest extent permitted by law. It shall be your own responsibility to ensure that any products,
services or information available through this website meet your specific requirements. This
material includes, but is not limited to, the design, layout, look, appearance and graphics.
Reproduction is prohibited other than in accordance with the copyright notice, which forms part of
these terms and conditions. These links are provided for your convenience to provide further
information. They do not signify that we endorse the websites. We have no responsibility for the
content of the linked websites. This Internet Privacy Policy is in addition to any other terms and
conditions applicable to the website. We do not make any representations about third party websites
that may be linked to the website. This Internet Privacy Policy governs the manner in which your
personal information, obtained through the website, will be dealt with. This Internet Privacy Policy
should be reviewed periodically so that you are updated on any changes. We welcome your
comments and feedback.

For example, we may need to collect such information to provide you with further services or to
answer or forward any requests or enquiries. It is our intention that this policy will protect your
personal information from being dealt with in any way that is inconsistent with applicable privacy
laws in Australia. Copies of correspondence sent from the website, that may contain personal
information, are stored as archives for recordkeeping and backup purposes only. To do this it may be
necessary for you to provide additional information to us as detailed below. Registration may include
submitting your name, email address, address, telephone numbers, option on receiving updates and
promotional material and other information. You may access this information at any time by logging



in and going to your account. Also, we may disclose personal information when we believe in good
faith that the law requires disclosure. In that circumstance, we may disclose your personal
information to those third parties in order to meet your request for goods or services. Unfortunately,
no data transmission over the Internet can be guaranteed to be totally secure. Once we do receive
your transmission, we will also make our best efforts to ensure its security on our systems. However,
we will not be held responsible for events arising from unauthorised access to your personal
information. Again, information is gathered in aggregate only and cannot be traced to an individual
user. These cookies and allow us to increase your security by storing your section ID and a way of
monitoring single user access. If, at any time, you discover that information held about you is
incorrect, you may contact us to have the information corrected. These linked sites are not under
our control, and we cannot accept responsibility for the conduct of companies linked to our website.

Before disclosing your personal information on any other website, we advise you to examine the
terms and conditions of using that website and its privacy statement. If you have any further queries
relating to our Privacy Policy, or you have a problem or complaint, please contact us. The item
reference for the knee lifter is XA6941001. If you only want one of these items then I am happy to
split them up. You are the light of the world. I manage ” Learn more opens in a new window or tab
This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme
terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in
a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn more See the seller’s listing
for full details and description of any imperfections. I manage to connect power to the machine to
see, if it would turn on. The monitor screen dose light up but there is nothing displayed on it. The
sewing light also lights up. Upon close inspection I could see a brake in the plastic on the underside
of the machine where the accessory container slide into place. I have tried to show this in one of the
pictures. I have no way of testing any further. Sold AS Is for Parts or Repair. ” Contact the seller
opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid
postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Find out more about your rights as a buyer
opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. All Rights Reserved. To
find out more or to optout, please check our Cookie Policy. For further information check our
Privacy Policy.
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